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To avoid the risk of accidents or damage to this appliance  

It is essential to read these instructions before it is installed  

And used for the first time.  
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! Thank you for choosing our disinfection cabinet, before operating your new appliance 

please read this instruction booklet carefully. It contains important information for safe use, 

installation and care of the appliance.  

! Please keep these operating instructions for future reference. Pass them on to possible 

new owners of the appliance.  

 

Installation  

 

! The appliance must be installed by a qualified professional according to the instructions 

provided. Incorrect installation may cause harm to people and animals or may damage 

property.  

! The appliance must be installed to an adequate circuit with complete installation. 

! Socket needs to be within 1.2m in radius from the wire interface with rated current above 

10A. 

! An effective earthing system should be guaranteed continuous and complete; it’s 

prohibited to attach the earth wire to any pipe, phone wire or lightning arrester which may 

cause serious consequence. 

! Use separate socket for this appliance only, Install the socket into a power 

leakage protection circuit to enhance the safety. 

! This is not a bearing table! 

 

 



Further notice 

 

! Keep packaging material out of the reach of children. It can become a choking or 

suffocation hazard. 

! Before connecting the appliance to the mains supply, make sure that the voltage and 

frequency details given on the data plate correspond with the on-site electricity supply; 

otherwise the appliance could be damaged. 

! Faulty components must only be replaced by genuine original parts. 

! During installation, maintenance and repair work, the appliance must be disconnected 

from the mains electricity supply. 

! Consult a qualified electrician if in any doubt. 

 

Fitting the appliance  

 

1, the installation cavity should according to the dimensions indicated in the diagrammatic 

drawing, positioned in an appropriate appointed area in cabinet. (see below diagrams)

Insert disinfection cabinet, open its drawer to fix it to the cabinet with four  wooden screws.

 

This must be installed according to their  relative installation instruction manuals. 

2, It’s adjustable for the

 

any position of the cabinet, yet in any case the base of the cabinet 

bearing force should 

3, The disinfection cabinet should be fixed firmly without any shake when open/close the

drawer.it also should be fully sealed once the drawer closed.

over 60kg.  



Description of the appliance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operating principle 

The product is combined with UV and ozone, using PTC and fans to sterilize and dry 

dinnerware (prevent coccus and germs) the effect reaches a two-stars standard of 

GB17988-2004. 
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Technical Information

For household disinfection only. 
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How to use: 

 

1, open or close the drawer in aclinic direction, do not push too hard. 

2, place dishware upright after wash and drain, keep a certain distance between dishes to 

ensure the disinfection circulation. Keep the dishes away from the vent to get a better 

drying effect.      

3, setting 

Connect to the electricity supply after been fully installed; make sure the drawer keep 

closed when working. There would be a prompting sound with a “Di” once the connection is 

done. 

 

 

 

 

 

   (1), “ ” key: press the button once to standby, lamp illuminated with time displayed 

00:00; press the button twice to power off lamp and display.  

   (2), “ ” key: press the button once when standby, lamp illuminated with time 

displayed 60:00, the system will automatically start sterilizing in 5 seconds with indicate 

lamp if no other program under instruction, it’ll automatically stop when time countdown to 

00:00; after waiting another 45:00 count down, program drying starts to operate with lamp    

lamp illuminated and time displayed 60:00.  They’ll automatically stop when time countdown  

Model: CZ-1006 Model: CZ-100G



  to 00:00 with 16 times “Di”  alarm. During operation,

 

press the “Auto”

 

button

 

once 

more to cancel
 

or stop the program.
 

   (3), “ ” key: press the button once when standby, lamp illuminated with time 

displayed 90:00, within 5 seconds, press twice to switch time to 60:00 and press three

   

   

 

 

  

   

(4),

 

“ ”

   

   

  

   

 

4, Door open protection

Open-protection lamp illuminates when the drawer is open, all function stop under 

protection then. Any program can be operated only when the drawer is closed and the 

protection lamp turns off      

times to switch to 30:00. After 5 seconds, system will start to disinfect. It’ll automatically

stop when time count down to 00:00 with 16 times “Di” alarm.

key: press the button once when standby, lamp

displayed 90:00, within 5 seconds, press twice to switch time to 60:00 and press three

times to switch to 30:00. After 5 seconds, system will start to dry. It’ll automatically

stop when time count down to 00:00 with 16 times “Di” alarm.

illuminated with time 

Auto function: Press       for 3 seconds to start auto function with a “Di” alarm. Auto   (5),

function include auto warming and auto disinfecting.

Auto warming: During  below three time periods during one day, the sterilizer will autom

-atically start drying to keep the dishes warm.

6:00AM-8:00AM； 11:00AM-13:00PM； 17:00PM-19：00PM 

Remark: Other functions are prior to auto function during the same time.

(6),   Time setting: Press      for 3 seconds with a “Di” alarm, the screen digits start twinkling,   

press       to increase and press       to decrease hour setting,  press       to confirm hour se

-tting and then adjust minute setting  using the same method.

(7),   Anion function: Anion function works during drying mode or 45 minutes after disinfecting

finished.  (Only model CZ-100G has this function)



Tips: 

During the first 5 seconds, customer can choose any combination of the disinfection and 

drying: 90, 60, 30 minutes’ disinfection and 90, 60, 30 minutes’ drying. When the 

combination undergoing, it’ll automatically run the disinfection first, there will be 15 minutes 

before drying start to function with anion after disinfection’s done. Disinfection and drying 

cannot under running at the same time; lamp would illuminate to show the relevant function. 

After the first 5 minutes, any button press would indicate a cancellation of the relevant 

operation. To get a two-star disinfection, please choose a 90 and 90 minutes’ combination. 

 

Attention 

1, Actions non-compliance with these warning and safety instructions will be dangerous to 

the user. 

2, Only use genuine original spare parts and accessories with this appliance. 

3, Do not use alternating current other than 185v-245v, otherwise the appliance could be 

damaged. Consult a qualified electrician if in any doubt.  

4, Do not open or try to fix the appliance other than a qualified electrician. 

5, Do not spray waters or liquid to the appliance when working, otherwise may cause a 

dangerous electric shock or short circuit. 

6, Do not use this appliance to lacquerware, heat-sensitive plasticware, or things other than 

tableware.   

7, It’s recommended that the tableware should be emptied before put into the appliance. 

8, it’s recommended that one should open the drawer after 20 minutes after the operation  



finished to avoid any leak or burn. 

9, the appliance would be automatically stop running once the drawer forced to open to 

prevent any burn. 

10, Do not force to open the drawer when it’s under function. 

 

Warning 

1, Stop using the appliance immediately if notice any leak or light, call for a qualified 

electrician to repair. 

2, if the disinfection tube found unworking or broken, replace it with a same wattage(15w) 

and wavelength(253.7nm)tube. 

3, any program should under function only when the drawer fully closed to avoid any leak, 

radioactive or burn. 

 

Clear and maintain 

Please stop the entire program and unplug the appliance, wait till the machine cool down 

before the clear and maintain procedure. 

 

1, using a soft cloth with neutral detergent to clean the drawer, dish racks and bladder if 

needed, make sure to wipe the detergent with wet cloth then buff dry with a clean one. 

2, empty the water plate regularly to avoid any overflow. 

3, Gas, alcohol, or solvent is prohibited for cleaning, it’ll cause crack and discoloration of 

painted film. 


